Abstract: This paper discuss a new networking paradigm introducing the broker-plane above the management planes of Autonomous Systems. The brokers communicate with the network manager of each AS to assist coordinate end-to-end resource management and multi-AS path provisioning.
Since the broker will be requested to perform complex computations, each AS is assumed to advertise interdomain nodes and links (while updating the available spectrum for each inter-domain link to follow updates) independently from path computation requests (Fig. 2a) . In addition, each AS might agree to expose further features, named as capabilities, which can be supported by specific hardware (e.g., spectrum converters) or by optimization algorithms (e.g., spectrum defragmentation).
When a computation is requested, the broker collects intra-AS abstracted connectivity and spectrum availability (Fig. 2b) . Observe that, each AS advertises an abstracted intra-AS link information to the broker that depends on both, internal AS policies and the specific agreement with the broker. Details of the AS intra-domain topology remains concealed from the rest ASes and the broker.
A solution might entail applying a capability in an AS. For example, using spectrum converters or performing defragmentation to release a set of slices so that an end-to-end lightpath can be established. In the example in Fig.  2c , the AS200 SDN controller is requested to use conversion from slot 1 to slot 2, while in Fig. 2d the controller applies defragmentation in its domain to release frequency slots 1 or 6. Note that by doing so, end-to-end lightpaths can be established.
The broker has a global view of the virtualized network topology, including information on inter-AS links and abstracted intra-AS link status gathered from each AS. To represent the underlying data plane, we use a graph G(N O , E O ), where N O is the set of optical nodes and E O is the set of optical links connecting two nodes. Graph G is structured as a set A of ASes. Every AS a ∈ A consists of three differentiated subsets of nodes: N e (a) subset of edge nodes belonging to AS a, end-points of demands.
and N e (AS100) = {1.3} in Fig. 1 .
Regarding the links, two subsets are considered: E n (a) subset of abstracted intra-AS a links. Each e ∈ E n (a) abstracts connectivity between either a node in N e (a) and another node in N i (a) belonging to the request's end ASes, or between two nodes in N i (a) belonging to intermediate ASes. E i (a) subset of inter-AS links starting in a node in N i (a) and ending in a node in N i (a').
Finally, let S be the set of available frequency slices in each optical link e. Each e is then represented by a tuple <u e , v e , S e , c e >, where u e , v e ∈ N e U N i are the end nodes, S e is the subset of available frequency slices, and c e is the metric (cost).
The next section defines the workflows to implement the proposed brokered orchestration. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed workflows. First, the Domain Advertisement workflow is initiated when the broker first connects to the ASes controllers (message 1 in Fig. 3 ). The broker collects inter-AS information, along with the AS's capabilities. The broker updates the inter-AS topology to keep databases aligned (3). Second, the provisioning workflow, which includes the Path Computation and the Path Set-up phases, is shown. The path computation phase is triggered by the arrival of a new inter-AS path computation request to an SDN controller. The SDN controller forwards the request to the broker (5), which collects intra-AS connectivity (6-7) from every AS and applies its local RMSA algorithm [2] to find a transparent end-to-end lightpath. If the broker succeeds, the new lightpath is set-up. Otherwise, if the planning tool finds a feasible solution that entails using capabilities in some AS, it responds NO-PATH but proposes testing one or more capabilities in the ASes. In such case, the broker requests testing whether the selected capabilities are still available, e.g., whether a frequency slot can be released between a pair of nodes by applying defragmentation (8-9). If the capabilities are successfully tested, the broker re-computes the path request this time allowing the possibility of using the tested capabilities during the computation. Eventually, a solution with the multi-AS path to be set-up and the list of capabilities to be used is found. Finally, the broker, instructs the SDN controllers to signal the intra-AS path and configure the border routers (10-11). Once all the SDN controllers finish their local set-up, the broker informs the initiating SDN controller that the inter-AS path is available (12).
Workflows Definition

Conclusions
A broker on top of opaquely-managed domains was extended to perform per-domain spectrum defragmentation when no feasible transparent end-to-end lightpath can be found for a multi-domain connectivity request. During their startup, every domain announces their border nodes, their inter-domain connectivity, and their capabilities, e.g., spectrum defragmentation and conversion, to the broker. When a multi-domain connection request is received, the broker tries to compute a transparent end-to-end lightpath, and if no feasible lightpath can be found, it proposes a solution possibly applying some of the capabilities announced by the domains. The MultiAS RMSA with defragmentation algorithm was devised to solve the problem. The proposed scheme was experimentally validated on an inter-continental distributed field trial set-up. Two SDN controllers and an ABNO controller were in charge of the opaquely-managed domains. The broker on top of them was responsible for the domain orchestration, and the spectrum defragmentation capability was enabled in the ABNO-controlled domain.
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